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Benefit
concert
to give
fire relief

BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer

BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
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The Studwrt Dull* Club fat* sxctted at last week's 20-13 win against tha University of Delaware.

A Bigger Game
Football takes
on W&Mfor
automatic bid
BY JAMES IRWIN

All the money will
benefit downtown
Harrisonburg and
former Mainstreet
employees.
- Joel Milk
Mia Ml One RconJs

5V
"All the money will benefit
downtown Harrisonburg and former Mainstreet employees." said
senior Joel Mills, director of label
promotions for 80 One Records
The money used to benefit downtown Harrisonburg
will be given to the Downtown
Renaissance Foundation, an
organization that does renovations of buildings in downtown
Harrisonburg, Mills said.
Artists, featured at thiconcert include Adelyn, Ross
Copperman, Nathaniel Baker,
Shapiro and Panoramic. Newkirk
also said that they are trying
to book bands at The Pub in
Harrisonburg to give performers
a venue, and Adelyn already has
tentative dates for shows.
The'HFD was nottfled ol
the fire because of the automatic fire alarm in the building. Mainstreet Bar and Grill
did not have any sprinklers,
Shifflett said, but was still up to
regulation standards.
"When that structure was built,
there was no requirement for a
sprinkler system," Shifflett said.
The first and second floors
are completely uninhabitable
and suffered fire, smoke and
water damage.
Newkirk said the basement
did not suffer as much damage
as the other floors.
"There was no fire damage
in the basement, but there was
about three feet of water and
smoke damage," Shifflett said.
Newkirk said there is a plan
to rebuild, but it would take
between six months and a year
to complete the building, once
construction begins. It is up to
the owners how they want to
handle rebuilding.

'tin I

Class to
study
' Harry
Potter'

High Hopes

An electrical mishap caused
the Hre at Mainstreet Bar and
Grill on Oct. 30, Harrisonburg
Fire Chief Larry Shifflett said.
On the north wall o( the
building there was a countertop
separate from the bar with two
shelves underneath it. On one
of these shelves, Shifflett said
there were numerous paper
products, such as napkins and
tickets, that were ignited by a
nearby outlet
Debi Newkirk, booking
manager for Mainstreet Bar
and Grill said, "There were too
many things plugged in behind
the bar." Cash registers and
lights were some of the items
using that particular outlet.
An on-campus effort began to
help contribute to the new building. 80 One Records is holding
a benafit cunoart on Nov. 16 at 8
p.m. for an entrano" fee of $2.
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sports editor
No. 4 JMU looks to run
its unbeaten streak to seven
games Saturday when it hosts
the No. 10-ranked College of
William k Mary (7-2, 5-1) at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
With a win, the Dukes
will clinch the Atlantic lG"s
automatic bid to the NCAA
Division I-AA playoffs.
"We're totally focused on
winning the league," coach
Mickey Matthews said. "We're
intent on beating William &
Mary. This is a huge game."
The Dukes are coming
off last weekend's 20-13 victory over the University of
Delaware Blue Hens. Senior
cornerback Cortez Thompson
returned a fourth quarter punt
87 yards for the game-winning touchdown and JMU's
defense held the Blue Hens

Key players

11 ^»

Justin Rascati, quarterback

Cortaz Thompson, cornerback

DO Boxley, wide receiver

Tony LeZotte, free urfety

at bay after Delaware had firstand-goal at the JMU 3-yard line
on the game's final drive.
The Dukes will look to carry
that defensive momentum into
their matchup with the Tribe's
high-powered offense. William
& Mary ranks No. 2 in the A-10
in scoring, averaging 33.4 points
per game.
Tribe
quarterback
Lang
Campbell enters Saturday's
contest with the highest passing
efficiency in the conference,
having thrown 15 touchdowns
and one interception this season.
"He's the best quarterback
in our league," Matthews said.
"He's the reason they're here."
Offensively,
Matthews
said the Dukes are looking
to improve from their performance against the Blue Hens,
where JMU turned the ball over
three times and mustered 166
yards of total offense.
"We were disappointed with
how we played on offense,"
Matthews said. "But we were
not discouraged. I think all the
injuries we've had came to a
set GAME, page 4

Whimsical characters, fantasy
lands, along with topics of rhetoric and in-depth analysis describe
the honors General Education
dan offered next semester which
will explore all five books of the
"Harry Potter" ccJlecttort
Elisabeth Gumnior, associate professor in the writing program, will teach a GWRTT 103
honors course involving J.K.
Rowling's fictional works.
"The topic is one that the students can relate to, can be fun for
a whole semester, and there is
enough rich academic material
for analysis," Gumnior said.
The course objectives will not
be all that different than regular
GVVRIT 103 classes, Gumnior
said. Students still will examine
how arguments are constructed
whether they are in Rowling's
work itself or in others' responses
to the books.
I think (Rowling's) writing
goes way beyond children's literature," Gumnior said. "It's all
about rhetoric and how arguments are presented."
Joanne Gabbin, director of
the Honors Program, said that
the program always has been
interested in going outside of
the box. "1 applaud teachers
who do that, and I am confident that Dr. Gumnior can pull
this off," she said.
Gumnior said she plans to
break the class into four units,
each touching on different
aspects and effects of the books.
The first unit will explore
how people respond to the
Harry Potter books and movies.
Students will analyze the
reviews and responses within
popular and public discourse.
The second unit will explore
guide books published to
explain mythological and other
allusions made in the series.
The third unit will allow
students to make their own
arguments about the text after
reading literary criticisms and
rhetorical analysts.
The final unit will give
students the opportunity to look
at academic research and pick
their own academic approach
to the Harry Potter books.
Shelley Aley, interim director for the writing program,
said she is interested in reading
students' papers for this class.
The class takes familiar topics and mixes with a interesting, relatively unexplored field,
Aley said.

SGA gives money for culture show, fund raising
Bill proposes changing Senate to Parliament
Cox
news editor

BY GEARY

A constitutional reform
bill proposed by senior
Michael Dickie will wait
another week to be introduced to the Student
Government Association.
The DickieConsti national
BUI calls for the current SGA
Constitution to be stricken
entirely and replaced with
a new constitution. The
replacement government
would be a parliamentary
system headed by a prime
minister instead of a student
body president.
The bill was entered into
the agenda last week, but
Dickie was not present at
the SGA meeting.
Instead of an executive

treasurer, vice president of
academic affairs and a vice
president of student affairs,
the Dickie Constitutional
Bill calls for a chancellor
of the exchequer, deputy
prime minister and student
minister.
"[This bill] is important
because it starts the discussion on how we structure student government,"
Dickie said. "It seems that
we prefer imitating the
national and state governments, rather than a flat system that would be far more
effective.
"The Senate is usually
the last stop for new ideas. .
The Executive Council can
pursue most actions without the Senate even hearing
about it. When the Senate

disagrees with an executive
decision, it has almost no
power."
The proposed changes
will ensure that all members
of the student government
are at an equal level, Dickie
said. The new governing
system would allow student
government opinions to be
more reflective of the government as a whole and not
just the Executive Council,
he added
Student Body President
Tom
Culligan
said,
"Essentially, the executive
branch is not taking the proposal very seriously." The
Executive Council, Culligan
said, does "not feel [the]
proposed reforms would
-t BILL, page i

Members present 'A Red Carpet Affair'
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter
The Asian Student Union
received $1,425 from contingency funds to help with a
Wellness passport event the
organization is sponsoring.
"The money will go
toward our culture show," said
sophomore
Christina
Hoang, secretary of ASU.
"The purpose
of the show is to spread Asian
culture awareness to JMU and
the surrounding community."
Up 'til Dawn also received
$2,694.50 from contingency
funds.
"We are a fund-raising
organization for St. Jude's, a
research hospital for children

SGA

with terminal illnesses," said
senior Emily Futrell, business
director for Up 'til Dawn. "This
money is critical for us because
we are only a fund-raising
group."
The Community Affairs
committee of the Student
Senate presented a project they
are planning called "A Red
Carpet Affair."
"In
this
event,
all
Greek organizations— social,
honor, service, business and
academic — will compete for
the coveted title of Mr. or Ms.
Greek JMU and other cash and
prizes, including a donation to
philanthropy of their choice,"
said junior Kathleen McKay,
committee chair
The money raised from the
tee SGA. page*
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Contact Us

Events Calendar

DUKE DAYS

How your heart"

Thursday, Nov. 11

Friday, Nov. 12

An International Bake Sale will be held on the Warren
Hall patio and In Transitions in Warren Hall from It a.m. to 2
p.m. by JMU's chapter ol Amnesty International

A One Team, One Community. One Vision Pep
Rally is scheduled to begin at 6:20 p.m. on Hillside Field.
The Pep Rally will support the nationally No. 4 Dukes In
preparation ot their home football game against No. 10ranked College ol William & Man/

Psi Chi is sponsoring a psychology graduate school
intormation night at 6:45 p.m. in Moody Hall, room BA. Faculty
representatives will speak on behall ot JMU's seven psychology
graduate programs This event is open to all students interested
in psychology graduate programs Contact Khstina at austinkt
with questions.

Nursing
Sophomore

■Reunite the
country."

Submit
nt your Duke Days of 50 words orr less to
NwwtoeanM
*

BY SHARON SCIIIKF/

The Office ot Admissions and Students tor Minority
Outreach will host Take A Look Day. a multicultural
student open house The event is a great opportunity lor
prospective students to come tour the campus, attend
academic sessions and hear from current undergraduate
students

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 4 issue ol
The Breeze, the headline
lor the school of theatre
and dance's "Chaucer in
Rome" preview incorrectly
attributed the play as
being written by Shakespeare. The correct writer
is John Guare.

news intern

Grand Larceny
A JMU employee reported the theft ot a purple goal pad trom Brldgeforth Stadium
between Oct 29 at 7 p.m and Oct. 30 at 11:30 a.m.

campus
SPOTLIGHT
What advice would
you give the newly
re-elected president?

A visitor to JMU reported that unknown person(s) remqved an amplifier from a vehicle
on Nov. 6 between 2 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
A JMU employee reported the theft ot a "JMU- flag between Nov. 6 at 10 p.m and Nov.
8 at 1 am

Property Damage

In the Nov 4 issue ol The
Breeze, the date ol an
incident of peeping was
incorrectly published. Instead of Oct. 29, the date
was reported as Nov. 29.

A visitor to JMU reported damage to the side-view mirror of a vehicle parked in the R-1
lot between Nov. 7at8 p.m and Nov 8at8am

Petit Larceny
A JMU student reported the theft ol an unattended JAC card from FestivafCollege
Center on Nov 5 between 12 and 12:05 p.m.

"Annex Canada."

The Breeze is published Monday
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and talr in its reporting and •nWy believes in its First Amendment rights
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P.R.I.D.E training
make-ups to be held
Make-up Madison
P.R.I.D.E training sessions will be held in Sonner Hall on Monday, Nov.
15 from 9 to 9:45 p.m.
Madison P.R.I.D.Esends
JMU students back to their
high schools to recruit potential JMU students
No experience is required,
and all majors and years are
encouraged to participate.
This is the last chance to
train to become a P.R.I.D E
representative.
For more information, visit www.jmu.edu/
or gsl ambassador si MadisonPride.shlml.
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Towing off campus necessary for residents

JMU publication* win
national recognition
Three publications hum
JMU won national recognition at the Associated College
Press's national conference in
Nashville, Term, last Saturday.
The Breeze placed third
out of 41 competing newspapers in the national
Best of Show category
for its Oct. 28 issue. The
Breeze also was a finalist
in the Pacemaker competition for its 2003 year.
Curio magazine, created by the School of Media
Arts and Design's feature
magazine production cl.iss
won a Pacemaker award
for its 2003 issue year.
Bluestone, (Mil's yearbook, was a Pacemaker finalist for its 2003 issue.
Over 2000 publication'.
are considered each year for
a Newspaper Pacemaker.
"This is a testament to the
strength of our student publications," said Dave Mfendleken,
advisor to Curio.

THURSDAY, NOV.

Limited parking spaces available for visitors
BY MBOAN ERHARDT

contributing writer
Towing may be an annoyance to students but is necessary for students, who
live in off campus housing because it can
be difficult to find parking spaces in apartment complexes.
"More visitor spots are always needed,
but towing is necessary," said sophomore
Alex Wile, who lives in the Commons.
"We have trouble parking ... sometimes."
South View, the Commons and Stone
Gate all use Teter's Towing Company. "We
give the towing company permission to tow
on our property," said a South View office
employee, Alexis Baker. "We do not receive
reimbursements for the cars that they tow."
Gary Teter, the owner of Teter's Towing Company, said that his company tows
cars parked illegally 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. "We have three trucks total"
Teter said. "There is no set number of cars
we tow, sometimes ID to 12 a night."
Ashby Crossing uses KAR Towing. KAR
tows all week from 10 p-m. to 7 a.m. The fee
AMY PATERSON/pAmo rdiior tor towing Is $83. Keith Teter, the owner of
Local towing companies operate to help keep parking open for residents.
KAR Towing, said that out of the six trucks

the company owns, two are used for the
apartment parking lots on a regular basis.
"We are just doing our job," Keith
Tete'r said. "It's amazing how mad
some people get at us."
Ashby Crossing issues 50 guest
parking passes each week at a cost ol
$1 per pass, said senior Dan Whitacre,
Ashby Crossing employee. No guest
parking passes are issued in The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate.
"Visitor parking is available on a first
come, first serve basis," Baker said. Extra
parking has been added in these apartment
complexes to aide visitors with parking.
According to Kevin Williams, the
maintenance manager of The Commons,
South View and Stone Gate, Stone Gate
added two additional gravel lots for
parking last year.
In the event that a car is towed, the towing company informs the police to avoid
confusion with theft.
"The person should call the police with
the license plate number |if you can't find
your car]," Keith Teter said. "The officer
can then tell you what company has your
car and where they are located."

Study abroad programs offer new experiences
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

staff writer
Early admission applications to
JMU's study abroad programs for
the spring semester are due by Nov.
15 and applications received after the
deadline are likely to be wait listed,
according to Felix Wang director of
international programs.
'The semester programs are pretty
competitive," Wang said. "Florence is
daQiiMy one of the most compebtive."
He added that early admission applicants have a better chance of getting
into the program of their choice than
those who apply for regular admission.
"We are one of the leading univer-

sities in Virginia in offering the most
study abroad programs," Wang said.
He added that JMU offers more study
abroad programs than Virginia Tech
and the University of Virginia.
Wang said that the Office of International Programs accommodates students who would like to study in countries other than the ones JMU offers
by helping students apply to external
programs or to universities that offer
programs to other countries.
There are generally about 30
openings for each program, Wang
said, adding that the number is low
because "it is easier for students to
connect in smaller groups."
The cost of studying abroad depends

on the program, according to Wang.
Students pay the coat of room, board,
tuition and a program fee — which
includes weekend excursions — hotel
stays and museum entrance fees.
"I absolutely loved the program,"
junior Kelly Cunningham said. "Living with a [Spanish] family is a wonderful way to practice a foreign language every day."
Senior Jennifer Miller said, "JMU
offered me four months to study in
a foreign country, leam a new language, and embrace a culture unlike
my own. It is not every day that you
can learn about Michelangelo's David in class on Tuesday ... and see
David for yourself on Thursday."
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GAME:
Dukes to
play W & M
GAME, from page 1

head. A much better offense
will show up against William & Mary."
The Dukes will continue
to try and wear down the opposition with their otk-nsive
line. Matthews said a reason
for |MU's MUOMI h.is been
its ability to take control in
the second half.
"We're outscoring teams
in the second half," Matthews
said. "Every game, if we didn't
win it in the fourth quarter, we
took the game over with six or
seven minutes left."
The Dukes have followed
that pattern to a six-game winning streak that has all but
assured them a playoff berth.
However, Matthews said they
are not satisfied.
"Maybe our goal in September was to make the playotts.*
Matthews said. "But right now
we want to be the Atlantic 10/8
automatic, and we want to win
10 games m ,i war. We don't
feel like we've accomplished a
lot right now."
Matthews, said attitude is
what has propelled the Dukes
to the top of the A-10.
"It's the most competitive
gfOUp of youngsters 1 ve ever
been around," Matthews said.
"That's why we're having a
successful season "
As was the case against
Delaware, Matthews said
the JMU crowd might play a
role in the outcome of Saturday's game.
"I would anticipate a larger crowd against William &
Mary," Matthews said. "When
you realize what's on the line,
it doesn't get any more important. The William & Mary
game is bigger than the Delaware game."
The Dukes and the Tribe
square off at 12:05 p.m.

CWIIM S

SGA: Tuition rates affordable for
in- and out-of-state students
SGA. from page 1

event will help "The Big Event." a
school-wide community service effort
taking place in the spring semester, according to McKay.
Senior Hunter Hanger, student representative to the Board of Visitors, spoke
to the SGA about the most recent Board
of Visitors meeting. Hanger said the three
main areas discussed were diversity, financial resources and private support.
"Diversity is something we lack
at JMU and something we are pushing for," Hanger said. "A couple of the
points of progress that we've made are
there is now a recruiter in Richmond to
recruit diverse students from Richmond
city schools and southern Virginia."
JMU is in the top 25 percent of most

BILL: Opinions debated
Ml I. from /',i»v /

benefit the student body in any real way"
The proposed changes will ensure
that aD members of the student government are at an equal level, Dickie said.
The new governing system would allow student government opinions to
be more reflective of the government
as a whole and not just the Executive
Council, he added.
Although Student Senate rules
do not stipulate that a sponsoring
senator must be present to have a
bill introduced into the Senate, senior Krissy Schnebel, speaker of the
Student Senate, delayed the bill until
Dickie is present to read it.
"In the past, bills have been
read with their authors absent
without questions being raised,"
Dickie said of the delay. "I
would contend that the physical

affordable schools to go to both in and
out of state. Hanger said. Even with tuition increases, JMU has been able to keep
prices reasonable and is able to give pay
raises to their professors, Hanger said.
Hanger said he explored the lack
of a double punch available on weekends, and that JMU is the only institution to offer double punches. "Aramark isn't making bank," he said.
In the area of private support, the
Board of Visitors discussed the issue of
chartered schools. "The Virginia Legisla-.
five is looking to make [the University of
Virginia, College of William & Mary] and
Virginia Tech chartered schools, which
would have a great impact on JMU in the
future,'' Hanger said. "But there [is] no
definite on anything right now."

presence of a member is inconsequential to the introduction of
any resolution."
When his bill is introduced,
Dickie said he will enter a motion
to move the bill to committee. "I believe there is more work to be done
to develop a workable system ...
There should be greater willingness
to introduce matters before the Senate in their formative stages so that
everyone can be allowed to participate in the discourse."
At next week's meeting, the Student Senate will consider another
constitutional reform bill that revises
the process by which groups receive
funding through front-end budgeting and contingency funds.
Copies of all legislations proposed
to the Senate are available through the
SGA Web site, httpj/sga.jrmutlu.
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Q UNIVERSAL STUDY
ABROAD SCHOLARSHIPS

The JMU Office of International Programs is committed to promoting and
supporting international experiences for students. The Universal Study
Abroad Scholarship Program provides significant support for deserving
JMU students to more easily afford the costs of a semester abroad.

Still looking for housing next year?
1357 S.Main Street
7 Bedroom House
Available 8/15/05

Requirements:
Eight study abroad scholarships in the amount of $2,500 are currently available for JMU
students admitted to a JMU semester abroad program for Fall 2005 and Spring 2006
Applicants must be admitted or have applied to one of the following JMU programs to apply
for the scholarship:
i
•
•
•

Semester in Antwerp
Semester in Florence
Semester in London
Semester in Salamanca

To Apply:
To apply for the scholarship, students must submit a separate letter of consideration with
their study abroad application This letter must state that he/she wishes to be considered for
the scholarship and why. Any financial need must be addressed in this letter, as well as any
academic achievements. This letter must be attached to the Universal Scholarship
Submission Cover Sheet and submitted with your competed study abroad application no
later than November 15,2004

265 S.Liberty Street
Rent $ 825.00
Total Water Included
Close to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levels - 3 bedrooms
One bedroom is 12 x 28

$

If you have already applied to study abroad, you must still submit a letter of consideration
and the Universal Scholarship Submission Cover Sheet by November 15,2004.
Notification of awards will be made by December 20,2004

437 S. Mason Street
(5) Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500.00 to $575.00
Water and hot water provided
with rent
Leases start 6/05 or 8/05

For further information about applying for this special scholarship or for any questions,
please contact the Office of International Programs or visit the OIP scholarship website at
http://www.jmu.edu/intematwnal/abroad/TmaiclJmu_scholarships.sritml

JMU Office of INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
1077 S. Main Stnct-MSC 5731
Hirrisoitarg,VA 22807
Phone: 540-568-6419 Email: studyibroidfej mu.edu

Wilderness Voyagers
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JACKET
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290 W.Wolfe Street
7 Bedroom House
2 Kitchens. 2 Bathrooms
Available 6/1/05
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J-M's Apatments
One, Two. Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms
One Bedroom $405
Two Bedroom: $225 /person
Three Bedroom: $175 /person
Four Bedroom: $210/person

w\HO\AU,IOCHAPHIC

531/533 Roosevelt Square

GREGORY

WFpfUL

SHASTA

*«$249
m $199

$20i

ten

..$440
-W99

Nice 4 bedroom furnished
town houses
Large bedrooms
W/D D/W Icemaker
Big Living room
$275.00/person
Close to campus

MAD ROCH SELECT TENTS
WWSTW 30% OFF

wm

BAGS

For more information, call Bill Riner

Also- be sure to check out our sidewalk
sates and save up to 70% on select
beets, shoes, packs. 6 outerwear.
1544 E. Market St Harrisonburg

438-8800
or visit
http://www.harrisonburgoffcampus.com
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'Harry Potter* class good use of pop culture
J.K. Rowling's Harry Porter series of books
has spawned movies, merchandise and, now, a
JMU English class.
Elisabeth Gumnior will teach the GWRJT
103 class next semester and will address the
deeper arguments within the fictional books,
as well as literary criticisms and analysis of the
novels. Rowling's books are targeted at a much
younger audience than the college-age crowd,
but they have avid fans of all ages. By acknowledging popular culture, the English department
has succeeded in making its lessons current and
appealing to students.
Classes that study topics out of the ordinary
are indications of a strong program. The English department is not afraid to take a chance
on what could be perceived as a somewhat silly
or childish class — it, presumably, is confident
that its faculty will present the same thorough
battery of information, regardless of whether
it is teaching Beowulf or Harry Potter. It is important that students keep in mind that, even
though they may find a class based on Harry
Potter appealing, it still will be as academically

BREEZE

rigorous as more traditional English classes.
It also is important that an English department be able to determine what new books
warrant its attention as potential new classics. It
will take many years for Harry Potter to either
be truly regarded as a piece of classic literature
— or forgotten as a fad. At the very least, however, JMU has made a positive effort to engage
its students with something they are at least familiar with in passing.
Classic literature is important and should
not be neglected in favor of popular novels, but
books destined to shelf lives much longer than
our own do arise. When they do, it is important
for educators to recognize them and integrate
them into their lessons. Students should not view
this class as a reason to abandon Shakespeare or
other traditional literature — new lessons can
never replace old ones, but rather add to them.
Time will tell how Rowling is remembered
among her peers in English literature, but the
JMU English department is using her current
popularity to effectively teach JMU students
basic lessons about English literature.

Pntsrecmis

Choosing president not
like cheering your team
CORY REYMAN

iimlribuling writer
We all remember the atmosphere around campus throughout the entire Yankees/Red Sox
series. Emotions were running
extremely high, and neither
side wanted to see their lean
lose. The loser and their fans
were guaranteed to be humiliated for failing to achieve the
victory they had spent millions
on in 2004.1, an admitted Yankees (an. did not enjoy watching my team lose. I felt terrible,
and it was impossible to escape
those gloating Sox fans. But 1
could always reassure myself
that it was just a game and that
we would have our shot at the
title again next year. Win or lose,
it was just a game.
Now, reread that last paragraph and replace the word
"Yankees" with Kerry and "Red
Sox" with Bush The paragraph
makes complete sense until you
reach the sentence about me
being able to reassure mn*M
that if s just a game - because
the election is not a game. If
you look at how people acted
and reacted to the election, it is
— unfortunately — almost impossible to distinguish the two.
There were cars driving down
the street honking, people out
on balconies shouting and highfiving each other, and a general
attitude of "take that" by people supporting President Hush
All this while Kerry supporterpondered how this could happen, dreading the taunts they
surely will receive from Republicans the next day and hoping
that some ruling will be announced that can overturn the
outcome.
With that in mind, let me
pose a question to you: If taxes
go up, if there is .mother terrorist attack or if there is a draft
will people who supported
Kerry start throwing psjrttsj
and jeering at all the people
who supported Bush? Will everyone be overjoyed that the
other "team" is not doing well?
No. This is the fatal flaw with
our media and wfth our general
attitude throughout the election

process, because we're all lead
by the same team now. Everyone needs to stop acting like
fans and start being supporters.
Political groups are presented
as sports teams now, but you
support your party and you
vote for a candidate. The media
atn shows like "Crossfire" and
"Hardball" which are designed
to split people — to make them
hate the other side. What we
forget is that people are benevolent in nature when it comes to
their species, and nobody wants
to hurt this country or the people in it As someone who supported Kerry, I can honestly say
that I have no bitter indignation,
and I refuse to be stubborn over
the next four years. The next
time you come across someone
from the opposite party (meaning Democrats or Republicans,
because I'm not going to even
touch the flawed two-party system in this .article), don't close
your mind to what they have
to say. doing so fuels this media
system that keeps people out of
touch with one another.
I'm not telling everyone to
support Bush, but instead accept his presidency and voice
your opinions on how to better
society. We need to unite as a
generation, because we are the
future of this country. The media keeps us from discerning
what should be done and forces
people to divide on every possible issue in order to create competition and controversy so that
shows like "Crossfire" can exist.
Those who rum politics into a
•port are stepping in the wrong
direction, and holding back the
progress of all mankind.
Cory Reyman is a sophomm
finance major.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Cheerleaders look beyond election issues
I felt the Nov. 4 article didn't explain my — or any of
our — reasons for performing anti-voting cheers.
I'm not another apathetic youth, age 18 to 29. I don't
vote because I care. I care so much that I work every day
to make the world a better place — not onoe every year or
every four years. I urge people to live every day as a vote.
At the polls, we kept chanting, "Our dreams do not fit
in their ballot boxes."
I dream of a world where I can walk home late at night
without worrying every stranger on the street may rape me.
I dream of a world where I can laugh with friends without
the government listening. I dream of a world where corporate grocery stores — and privileged college kids — stop
throwing away food; a world where a warm meal is a right
— not a privilege. I dream of a world where I won't worry
about getting sick, because everybody will have health care.
I dream of a world where Palestinian children don't live
in terror of being murdered by Israeli soldiers. I dream of
a world where Iraqis can live free from an invading army
from a foreign country halfway around me world.
1 dream of a world filled with peace, community,
laughter and joy. I will never dream of a world that contains injustices, racism, classism, sexism, homophobia,
fear or rulers. My dreams will never fit in their ballot
boxes, and I don't want them to.
Suzane Garrett
member, Rocktown Radical Cheerleaders

Right to vote should not be protested
I can't even describe the words that came to my mind upon
seeing the front page on Nov. 4. Four JMU female students
given the privilege of being on the front page for telling people not to vote? Instead of putting a picture of the people who
were exercising their right to vote, we put four girls promoting
anarchy on the front page? It makes me so angry to see where
our country has gone. The right to vote wasn't just handed to
us so that we could throw it back in the government's face. Of
course, white men always had the right to vote, but women
weren't given that right until 1920. and they fought tooth and
nail to gain that right. Women such as Lucy Bum. Dora Lewis,
Alice Cosu and about 30 more women were taken to a Virginia prison because they picketed Woodrow Wilson's White
House for the right to vote. They were imprisoned for weeks
and subjected to beatings from prison guards. They were tortured for weeks until word leaked out to the press. In the 2000
election, more than 40 million women didn't vote. Even if 10
percent of them had voted, that's enough to make a difference. Have some respect for the fact that these women fought
hard for your right to vote — don't throw it in the trash. Respect the fact that they risked their lives and choose to vote.
This election is over, but there are many more to come.
Emily Cook
senior, international a((airs

For better or worse, president only serves four years
I woke up this morning and found that my hall had
been vandalized sometime during the night of Nov. 3
with crudely worded signs calling for the assassination of
President Bush. In iny lifetime, I have never seen so much
virulent hatred directed at one man for so little cause. In
the past year, the spiteful attacks on our president have
ranged from books encouraging his murder to movies and
rap songs filled with outrageous propaganda depicting the
president as a warmongering robber baron, to Web sites
likening Bush to Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler.
It is certainly understandable to be upset that your candidate lost. As a young conservative. I know that I was crushed
when President Clinton won a second term in 1996. It is not
acceptable, however, for people to go around calling for the
assassination of our elected leader. We live in a country that
allows us to battle in the arena of ideas. If you do not like the
president and his policies, then go and persuade the American people that your ideas are better.
Your happiness in life should not be determined by who
wins an election. Only you can bring out the best in yourself,

not some bureaucrat in Washington, D.C. I was disappointed
by Clinton's reelection, but it was only for four years. While
I disagreed with most of his policies, 1 lived a happy and
successful four years and was ready to fight back through
the ballot box when election time came around.
Mark Ehlers
senior, history major

Retirement home thanks volunteers
JMU students are a big help as volunteers to Sunnyside
Retirement Community and other Valley Volunteer Forum
members. They do such a tremendous job in Harrisonburg
that there is a big void when they go home.
There are numerous volunteers who come to Sunnyside
and help. They exemplify good manners and respect whenever they are here. They ask for more to do and then thank
me for the opportunity.
I am proud of the new young adults who show the spirit
of volunteensm and serving others. Some come (or community service-learning hours that a teacher requires as part of
their grade, but they end up wanting to do more after their
15 hours are done. Others come just because they want to
reach out and they've heard that they can do that at Sunnyside. They learn from the residents, and the residents benefit
greatly from their energy. It is a win-win situation for all, and
I would like to thank them for their efforts.
Maria Bridgewater
Volunteer coordinator
Sunnyside Retirement Community

Place should be made for post-game festivities
We have a problem, JMU: Our goal posts aren't detachable.
As a school, we are stepping into new territory for which
we prove unprepared. After years of having national championship archery teams and the world-class Marching Royal
Dukes, we now have a team bringing thousands of students
together to watch a game at Bndgeforth Stadium.
Now I will open a challenge to the Administration, the
Athletics Marketing Team and our entire student body. Since
we can't remove the goal posts, what tradition can we create
at JMU to celebrate our hard-earned wins?
I propose we have space on Godwin field or several other
places on campus to set up some music and festivities for a
post-game celebration at least once a year, not including
Homecoming. If s insurance that we don't have a mob get out
of hand on the field, if s insurance we don't destroy part of the
stadium and if s an investment into our school spirit.
Kevyn Adams
senior, physics/marketing

'Crusade' name carries weight of tradition
Jeff Stottlemyer's letter on Nov. 4 raised an interesting
question concerning the choice of name for Campus Crusade
for Christ.' indeed, the name itself has almost become taboo,
taking on forms such as Cru' or Crusade,' very seldom being spoken of by its full title. But what we lose with the use
of these idioms in the sense that Campus Crusade for Chrisf
is not just a small local group of evangelical Christians, but
rather is an international organization with over 50 years of
history. The point here is that we can now see dearer that the
word 'crusade' itself carried a far different connotation in
1951 than It does today, and so we cannot place the blame on
founders Bill and Vonette Bright.
We should be happy to know the organization has since
debated the possibility of a name change. But I would like for
Stottlemyer to consider the great loss of continued support
and association if a worldwide organization, with 25,000 staff
witnessing in 196 different countries, were to change its name.
We are so blessed in this country to freely read, share and believe in the word of God that simply changing the name of
our organization would have little effect, but this is not the
case in many of these other 196 countries. Many of these ministries exist in very hostile parts of the world and this identity
is crucial to their success that they "may be mutually encouraged by each other's faith" (Romans 1:12).
Walter Thomas
junior, philosophy major
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New temi marked by Republican control
PATRICK CALI AHAN

a mtributing writer

Americans once again wcnl to bed on election night not knowing who their future president would be in the morning. A little over hall
of the voters in this year's presidential election
woke up pleased, while a little less than half
woke up with a dismal outlook for the future
People across the globe waited anxiously
to hear the results, and many quickly voiced
their opinions thereafter. Some European
leaders confessed to putting away their champagne bottles, while other leaders around the
world rejoiced at the continuation of US.-led
conflicts in the Middle East aimed at stopping
terrorism It was no secret that this election
held the hopes and dreams of a world filled
with conflict Americans went to the polls not
just to determine the fate of their fellow Americans, but of the world abroad.
So what exactly does the world have to
look forward to now that Bush has been reelected? For starters, an offensive in Fallujah.
Iraq that was stalled until after the election.
After gaining his 'political capital,' President
Bush intends to spend it by maintaining his
current foreign policy agenda. Unfortunately,
the same foreign policy has resulted in the virtual abandonment of the United States by the
rest of the world. Don't expect to see the numbers of nonrAmerican troops in Iraq increase.
Furthermore, this style of bullying into
submission those nations who do not meet
the Bush Administration's criteria of a nonterrorist state only will lead to additional
conflicts. Iran — whose parliament recentlv

E-mail darts and pits to breezedp" hotmaU.com,
Darts A Pats an submitted anonymously and printed on
a spact-avaitabU basis. Submissions an based upon one 4
person's opinion vja given situation, person or event I
and do not nefessariry rrflect the truth.
A "thanks-for-your-donahon" pat to the
kind soul who dropped his or her $10 at D-hall.
We went to a movie and to? cream on you.
From two poor sophomore girls who were delighted for me extra cash.

stood up in large numbers to chant "Death
to America" — and North Korea — who the
Bush Administration has refused to even
speak to — both are likely targets for the
next wave of Bush's righteous cleansing of
the "axis of evil."
This expanded war on terror will require
more troops and more funds. Soldiers are already being stretched thin, underpaid and
overworked. And if recruitment does not
increase significantly, a draft will become
a real possibility. Funds will have to come
from a cutback of government spending on
domestic programs like health care or MUcation, or from an increase in the deficit. The
money won't come from taxes since Bush
has vpwed to continue his tax cuts.
With control of the executive branch and a
majority in both houses of Congress, Republicans now are likely to pursue their ideological agenda. This means an anti-gay marriage
amendment, bans on stem cell research and
stricter abortion laws are all possibilities. It
also means more restricted lands will likely be
opened up to oil drilling, more civil liberties
will likely be lost with the renewal of the Patriot Act, Social Security will disappear, health
care costs will keep rising, jobs will continue
to be outsourced and college students will receive no new federal funding to help curve the
dramatic increases in the cost of tuition.
In short, it's going to be a long four years.
The true test of strength and ingenuity will
be seen in how the coming generation of
Americans solves the problems today's leaders have created for them.
Patrick Cttllahan is an undeclared freshman.
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TRAVIS JONES

senior writer
Watching the election all
last Tuesday night on through
Wednesday morning, I eventually came to realize that the
wrong man would be elected. George W. Bush should
not have been re-elected —
and John P. Kerry certainly
*>hould not have been elected.
"Are you taking crazy pills?"
you may be asking me right
now. Well, no, I am not. Trte
man that should step into
the Oval Office is none other
than Ken Jennings — a.k.a.
"The Jeopardy Guy."
Jennings has won nearly
70 straight "Jeopardy" games,
earning well over $2 million.
He has answered over 4 trillion of Alex Trebek's clues
correctly, while answering
only two wrong (these numbers are merely estimates).
Ken "Dreamboat" Jennings
is a machine. I have no doubt
in my mind that if, in a real
game of "Jeopardy," Trebek
gave the clue, The solution
to all of America's problems,"
Ken would, without hesitation, respond with the most
astonishing, dead-on, correct
reply — in the form of a question, of course.
What is not to love about
America's new favorite son.
Ken Jennings? Every day I look
forward to that moment at 7:30
p.m. when they introduce him
and arutounce iiis overall winnings; Ken just adorably shakes
his nead and shines that cute,
bashful, pearly white smile of
his. Ken Is a software engineer

from Utah and is a devout Mormon. Much like that delightful,
pink Energizer bunny keeps
going and goine, the delightful Ken Jennings Keeps winning
and winning — and by large
margins. Have you been watching mis guy? He makes the other contestants looks like they're
Sean Connery or Burt Reynolds
straight out of "Saturday Night
Uves's" "Celebrity Jeopardy." I
love how, on "Daily Doubles,"
he pauses for a moment and
makes a funny face pretending
he doesn't know the answer and
then he just seems to pull the
correct response out of thin air.
"Oh, I don't know Alex, Who is
... Gene Berdichevsky?" Nails
it every time.
Unfortunately, not everyone loves Ken Jennings — I
call these people player-haters.
These player-haters view Ken as
a little pipsqueak and they have
the perpetual urge to punch
him in the face. Fox has even
approached Jennings about
doing a new TV show called,
"Who Wants to Hit a Milliondire in tin- Head with a Baseball
Bat?" Just kidding — but if they
did, we all know Ken would be
smart enough to decline the offer Many player-haters are bit-
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A "rm-'tired'-ot-your-immaturity" dart to
the three guys who spray-painted my spare
tire pink and rolled it down Devon Lane.
From a senior who doesn't find it funny that
you left a tricycle on his front porch, saying that it
should equal the damages.

A "you-are-angels" pat to the student-.
who stopped and offered me .issistance after I
sprained
•a mva
mv ankle in the parking lot.
From the faculty member u^to wonders wh
many people walked by me lying on the sutewatt

ter they do not know the capital
of Kazakhstan, yet my boy Ken
knows it like the back of his
hand ("What is Astana?"). "Ken
Jennings isn't so smart he's just
a little pipsqueak; 1 could maul
him,'' senior Patrick Furey, a
JMU student and player-hater,
claims. Well Patrick, I think Ken
— much like a puma — would
do the mauling in a game of
"Jeopardy."
Love nim or hate him, Ken
Jennings clearly deserves to
be president. But I am a realist — George W. Bush will run
the country for the next four
years, so let me be the first
to say vote Ken Jennings in
2008. The now mustache-less
Alex Trebek will know his
role — to serve as Ken's vice
president. Perhaps, instead of
this Electoral College garbage,
the presidency can be determined by a game of "Jeopardy." All of the categories can
even be political — it won't
matter. Once Ken gets in his
"Jeopardy" zone — much like
the Terminator — he can't be
slopped. The best presidenli.it
candidate for 2008 — "Who is
Ken Jennings?''
Trai'is Jones is a senior kuu^iology major
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A "way to predict the future" dart to The
Breeze for reporting the peeping torn incident
that will occur on Nov. 29 at 8:39 a.m.
From three junior guys wlto find It funny that
proofreading is not a requirement.

A"tr«nks-from-the-community'' pattothe
JMU students who had a really cool haunted
house for the neighborhood children.
From an Old Town mom who complains about
loud parties but recognizes that there are lots of good
litmus about coexisting with college students.

Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
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CROSSWORD

SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
6 Palindromic pirogue
II Mortarboard
14 Make a muumuu
17 Genesis peak
19 Salad veggie
20 Be obligated
21 Literary collection
22 FILE FILE
25 Diagnostic instr
26 Bray beginning
27 Luau entertainment
28 Kind of mushroom
30-Hari
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Looking for a pleasurable evening?
try our fabulous dinner menu

31 Ecclesiastic

35 Evangelist Roberts
36 Mathematician
Khayyam
39 '62 Tommy Roe hit
41 Hard wood
44 Injured party
47 Zeal
48 Drink like a Dandle
Dinmont
49 Heredity letter!
52SASE.e.g.
53 STRTNG STRING
58 Antique auto
59 Disinfectant target
60 Compete
61 Quick-footed
62 Pyramid, e.g.
f?4-kwondo
65 Gumbo thickener
68 Stephen King book
69 Brazilian kicker
n Glowing
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DOMESTIC TRIP SIGN-UPS
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Get connected to a community, learn about yourself and your
world,
world, make new friends, and spend a week in service!
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126Cratchitkid
l27BartokorPeron
128 Irregular
1291 specialist?
130 Humorist George
l3ICosta-Sol
132 The Brainy
Bunch?
133 Greases the
wheels
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I Pugue composer
: Dies •
3 Unwind a rind
U CovfRfMlaMl
4 Chicago airport
comeback
abbr.
75 The Fresh Prince's
5 Russian villa
place
6 Norton or Olin
77 Rope fiber
7 Ginger IX Possessed
8 Sail
80 Goblet part
9 Word from a Wei83 Soporific substance
maraner
84 "I-Rock" ('66 song)
10 Former Japanese
86-cotu
capital
88 Exist
II Musical finale
89 TRAD. TRAIL
12 Blew away
94 New Deal agcy.
13 Non-sexist suffix
95 City in Kyrgyzstan
14 Pacific islands
% Baby butter
15 Register
97 Solitary
16 Keen
98 Priest-to-be
18 Like some nerves
lOOMirellaofiheMel
19 Security grp.
102 Trustworthy
23 Usage s "Gil ■"
104 Hide
24 Rhine siren
105 Geometric
29 Attempt
calculation
30 Clubber Lang's
107 Red portrayer
109 Throw a party
31-Amboy.NJ
112 Fleeting
32 General's helper
115 Christmas visitors
33 Job
< opening
ta
Slangy suffix
116 Stagy
2i
ra^r" '
34 Biting
119
119 Yesterday's
Yesterday's your
your
MBS
36
Public
120 CHAIN
CHAIN CHAIN
CHAIN
120
37
37 Sal
Sal of
of "Ount"
"Giant"
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I Two-legged stand

110 Inspect too closely?
111 Castle campaign
112 Singer James
113 Roof edge
114 100 dinars
115 Staff
116 Young of 'Trie Last
Detailin-majesty
118 Part of M.A
121 Chemical ending
122 Ford of football
123 Common appliances
124 Swell place?
125-degree

38 Pull off
40 Novelist Lee
42 Bunyan'sox
43--Locka.FL
45 132 Across stats
46 Grumble
49 Contrition
50 Director Mira
51 He's Dcvine
54 Battery sile
55 A Karamazov brother
5oDire
57 Diamond features
63 Bridges and Brummell
65 Lyric poem
66 Kipling novel
67 Knock
68 Domingo's birthplace
70 Wing or flipper
72 Melville monomaniac
73 "-a Kind of Hush"
('67 hit)
75 '67 Peter Sellers film,
with "The"
76 Homer's field
79 Prepare for combat
81 Comic Leon
82 Had in mind
84 Related
85 Curative
86 Article of faith
87 Bunyans whacker
90Tina sex
91 Actor Ben
92 Crooked
93 Torrid or Frigid
99 Prone
100 Charge
101 Pounded aponculli,
portcullis
103 Defrost
105 Plant pest
106 Versify
lOoVenify
108 It may be platinum

See
Today's
Answers
Online

www. the
breeze.org
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You re gonna need a place to go after the game.

NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR
THE 2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR!

i"

'

'

The Commons
4 bedroom - 2 bathroom

Ullni Jllaaial

I

South View
4 bedroom - 4 bathroom

rfpra1B|ii?n hlf"
i ill i i i i in

™ i J .«i ii i ii
www commonsnpartments. com

438-3835

www.southviewapartments.com
600

FREE CABLE • FREE ETHERNET • FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE

THE COMMONS RENOVATION IS UNDERWAY!
CALL FOR DETAILS
■«...-

^w^.-

.......

1...

Stone Gate
4 bedroom - 4 1/2 bathroom

■_

...

.
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LEADERS
Pa c k
Student Ambassadors enrich JMU's past, present, future
Story by contributing writer Rachael Groseclose • Photos by senior photographer Alex Sirney
Graphic illustration by art director Jenny Chanthapanya • Map courtesy of JMU

--J

/

A^red up for a relaxing Friday afternoon, a group
-pective high School juniors and seniors were greeted outside
Conner Mall by student tour guides. Sophomore Mary Mason Wright
and |enru Kmuss led a tour of eight people through campus. As they
.ueiuUy walked-backwards beside Newman Lake, past Mrs. Greens and into Zane
Showker Hall, ihev stated facts about IMU's academics and encouraged questions
■ p. Ait the tour progressed through the west side of campus, people
>y some shouting out plea* for the tour participants to come
idt nt ArnbojJUrs tours are just one of many things
^Hkdr
•-theJMV OTMBinn
ifuisadors is a club full of orithu*ra»tic students working to benefit
cam pu*. First, weUWmbassadors to the university, it it wUi help the university in
snj nay.' said presidento
dduttts Our malton'SoMfcnOserving srudfCh '
^^P^
iffy known as theStudent AhraarittajadKon m the '80s, the organization
changed its n.imein 1994Jp Student Ambassadors. Now, instead of solely exiaOiiig for the
benefit of alumni, ambassadors serves prospective and curaent student*, as well as alumni.
They are involved with many difierrnMftavtties at )MU and within the
Harnsonburg community A recent prOrqaJJ^^HBV^%}n P&LD.fc . where students
were trained to return to their, huh schodawnd t.ila about fMU AnotheTwai^ "Senior
Prom" thrown at Loyalton Nunmg Home liarh year, Ihe) iiso spon*«rOperation Santa
C'laus to raise money and pn^dc*gln¥T6nWayMarri
Student Ambassado jfceeeives many applica^ntbdrl
accepted, new members trahVrTiroughoort the spring semester; H
shadowing tours and practicing, they begin giving touraalone
'When I gave my fust tour, I was so nexjoBus, my voice
into a pole outside of one'of the residence hajjKDut —
was hurt." Wright said. "I thought it nadjft gone very
1 got an e-mail frum a girl saying that awe wascommg
tour so much. Need' i
In fact, these tours arewhat
the tours aren t pulled ofi
ambassador* ore pi
giving curcanl

i rything In betw
In ,i

a din.

freahm.ii
OnV\no*

o^^^^Hfeli/i mat when it got
^Hl the way to Chariot
|A» tthe tour entered the
HAS
ssing roik Wrigi
■kiss
fcrm mother whoapprov

1

Sophomore Mary Mason
Wrijrrt gives a tour
Friday afternoon.

w
The only place to have a goodnight kiss where the dorm mother
hind the lissing rock. According to the myth, Wright said, whole rock, you will marry.
id that some of the funniest moments on her tours involved
times students will yell out of their dorms, 'Give us your
f course, there are horror stories of tripping while walking
led However, all these memorable moments only add to the
adors receive from the club.
r drew to a close at the fames Madison statue, Wright and
hared with the group reasons they chose to attend JMU.
participants agreed that the tour would definitely influence
Jon to attend James Madison. High school junior Thomas
said he enjoyed the enthusiasm of the guides and that they
stions. "It was very well done," his father Bill Queen said,
pie of others, but this was much better. It was longer, covwas much more personal."
are many positive aspects of being part of the organizathe best part of the group is the people. Many have met
e organization.
tn, are some of the most amazing people I've met on this
to be able to share this experience with them," Wright said.
's been so wonderful being part of a group with such passchool so much. 1 feel so blessed to be part of an organizaig impact on this campus."

■■■

Hiiltrest was at one point the presidtnt's house and one year when a fraternity was playing rugby, the guys went
to the frat house all gross and muddy, they realized that their water had been turned off. They decided that
because Dr. Carrier had an open-door policy, they would go to his house and see if they could shower there. They
went to his house and Mrs. Carrier answered, and she let 30 frat guys use her showers and her nice white towels. A
month later the Carriers moved off campus.
^*7
• Tunnels run underneath the Quad and when JMU was an all woman's school, students would walk In the tunnels
on really cold or rainy days to get back and forth from class. The tunnels are now closed, but students sometimes
try to find entrances to them.
• The Wilson steps are special — they were built with water main pipes running underneath the steps. So on really
cold days, students will sometimes sit on them to stay warm In between classes.
• When Roop Hall was built, the architect that was designing the building was also designing a building for Virginia
Tech and he got the buildings' plans confused — so JMU has one of Tech's buildings and they have one of ours.
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SPORTS

• . Flu Prevention.
* Tip of the Week • '

Help Stop The Spread
of Germs!!
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when
coughing or sneezing. If you do not have a tissue,
cough or sneeze into your sleeve. Always wash your
hands after you sneeze or cough. It may prevent
those around you from getting sick.
brought to you by JMU Health Center
www.jmu.edu/healthctr 568-6178

■ RELEASES FOR <ZE»

2 2for
*10
Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas
t

Still hungry? Try our

New Papa's Buffalo Wings
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce

Monday- Thursday

10.30 am-] :30 am
Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am
Sunday

10:30 am-12:30 am

thmy-rw
Moll

Ask about our
lunch and late-night specials!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

433-PAPA

We Accept

433-7272
www.papajohns.com

SPANKYS
• Live Reggae music (Every Wednesday)

7
NEMO CUE
nunum

• David Nardi Acoustic entertainment
(Every Thursday 9pm- 12am)
• Poetry Slam ( Every Sunday 9pm- 12am)
Open Late Everynight
Sam-12am 7 days a week

URIU

AtSO NfW ON

VUfiDAV

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
434-9999

CDs • DVDs & mote!

KROGER SHOPPING CTR

Listen Before
You Buy!

1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sil 10 9, Sunday 12-6
IN HAMUMMMMj W1IH IIOWI M
CHANlOTTUWHll AND RICHMOND 10*1

Kick
off
to
leasing!
Ate you ready to
w

aOWn with Ashby?|

WWW.PLAN9MIUSIC.COM

Study Abroad with JMU
Choose your destination!
Argentina
Austria
Summer 2005
Belgium
Programs
Central Europe
China
England
GenEd credit available in someprograms!
France
Credits vary per program —from 3 to 9 hours!
Germany
Early Application Deadline: November 15,2004
Ghana
Early Notification Date: December 3,2004
Early Deposit Deadline: January 3,2005
Holland
Regular Application Deadline: February 1,2005
India
Regular Notification Date: February 11,2005
Ireland
Regular Deposit Deadline: February 22,2005
Italy
For more info, go to www.jmu.edu/international/abroad
Kenya
Malta
Martinique
Montreal
Russia
Scotland
Spain
Trinidad and Tobago
'. UNIVIRSITY

Sign up with Ashby
for 2005-2006.

J>i,ZZfl
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Dukes earn at-large bid to NCAA tournament

WOMEN'S SOCCER

BY JOHN OALLE

staff writer

FILE PHOTO
Freshman rrtfdtletder Melanie Schaffer take* a shot during
JMU'i 1-0 victory over QMU In the CAA tournament. JMU plays
Vlrf>»la Friday in the opening round of the NCAA tournament.

The Dukes earned an at-large bid into
the 2004 NCAA tournament and will play
Atlantic Coast Conference champion the
University of Virginia in a first-round
match 5 p.m. Friday in Charlottesville.
JMU's Colonial Athletic Association
championship hopes were spoiled by
Virginia Commonwealth University in
the tournament semifinals, losing 2-1 in
overtime Oct. 12.
"We dominated in the VCU game," coach
David Lombardo said, "They got a lucky
goal in overtime, which was unfortunate."
JMU wasn't expecting the bid into the
NCAA tournament.
"We thought we needed to at least get
to the conference finals to have a shot,"
Lombardo said.

No. 10

WILLIAM

&

Instead, for the first time since 1995,
three teams from the CAA were invited
to the NCAA tournament: VCU, the
College of William & Mary and JMU.
The
NCAA
bid
was
an
accomplishment in itself, Lombardo
said. The Dukes finished the season with
an overall record of 11-7-3.
"It is a validation that you are one
of the better teams in your conference,"
Lombardo said. "It is a reward. Every
team is looking for a chance to win a
championship and extend their season."
In the seven times JMU has qualified
for the NCAA tournament three of them
have come from at-large bids.
"It shows the level of respect that
our program has gained over the years,"
Lombardo said.
The Dukes earned the bid with
their strength of schedule. JMU defeat-

MARY AT NO.

ed Southeastern Conference power the
University of Alabama 2-1 earlier this
season and played another SEC power the
University of South Carolina, losing 3-2,
Lombardo said.
The Dukes also played nationally
ranked Penn State to a scoreless tie.
JMU last squared off with UVa. (16-2-2)
in the middle of a six-game road trip during the regular season and suffered a 5-0
loss. However, a red card issued to JMU
forced the Dukes to play a man down foi
the remaining 56 minutes of play. At the
rime of the red card, JMU was down 1-0.
"The UVa. game left our players with
the nagging question of what would have
been," Lombardo said. "Now they have a
chance to answer that.
"Nobody is simply happy to be here.
We've gotten this far through being competitive; everyone wants to win."

4 JMU

Dukes vanquish Blue Hens, await Tribe
Goal-line stand
preserves win
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
The game billed as the biggest
in JMU football history came down
to the final minute.
The No. 6-ranked University
of Delaware had driven from its
own 27-yard line to the JMU 3,
where the Dukes' deferisc came up
with a goal-line stand — inducing
three straight incompletions from
Delaware quarterback Sonny Riccio
with 42 seconds to play, closing out
the 20-13 JMU win.
"This is the biggest one,"
coach Mickey Matthews said.
"We beat the defending national
champions. It doesn't get much
better than that'
After the Blue Hens bed it up at
13 apiece with a field goal in the the
third quarter, the JMU special teams
made its two biggest plays o< the
afternoon. First senior wide safety
Rodney McCarter blocked JMU's
second kick of the day when he got a1
hold of a UD-attemptud field goal
"Never in my years have I
seen anyone with such a knack tor
blocking kicks," Matthews said.
"His explosion is just uncanny."
The Dukes failed to capitalize on
the block, going three and out and
punting on the ensuing possession.
Then, with three minutes to go,
redshirt senior cornerback Cortez
Thompson returned a punt 87
yards, dashing down the sideline
for the game-winning score.
"It was a return left call and I
just tried to make the best of it,"
Thompson said.
Saturday, the Dukes were dominated in most offensive categories.
In total offense, JMU gained 166
yards to Delaware's 466. JMU was
out-rushed, compiling 63 yards to
the Hens' 174 - 162 of those yards
coming from freshman Omar Cuff.
"I know we finished with
more points, and that's all I care
about," redshirt junior defensive
tackle Frank Cobbs said.
However, JMU did rack up 349
return yards off three punts, two
see HENS, page 12

CAROLYN WALSER/jCTtor photographer
Senior cornerback Cortez Thompson's 87 yard punt return for a touchdown provided the decisive points In iMU's 20-13 win over Delaware.

McCarter's kick-blocking ability adds to his value
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
Special teams. The title indicates preferentiality, but they are often neglected in favor of touchdowns, 100-yard rushing games and sacks. Yet,
they are special — so special they can alter the very
makeup of a game, especially the kick block.
"It's ,1 quite a weapon," coach Mickey Matthews
said. 'Teams are very nervous about field goals and
punts because it's so effective."
On JMU's special teams, the reigning kick
block king is senior wide safety Rodney McCarter
The 5-foot-10-inch, 190-pound Philadelphia native
has blocked two field goals this season. The first
came against the University of Massachusetts
Oct. 9 and the second in last weekend's 20-13 win
over the University of Delaware. For his career,
McCarter has blocked seven.
In 2003, he blocked a point-after attempt
at Virginia Tech and field goal try against
Hofstra University. In 2002, McCarter got a

hold of kicks against Villanova University and
the Blue Hens.
"If s all about coming hard and if you come free,
you better get it," McCarter said. "When I come
around the comer, [the coaching staff] expects me
to get it every time."
And what makes McCarter so adept?
"There are two reasons," Matthews said. "The
first thing he does is get a great takeoff. We taught
him to watch the center's hands because they quiver on field goals and punts before the snap."
The second thing is being able to change direction after coming around the end.
"He has the ability to bend at full speed, and
thafs extremely rare," Matthews said. "For most
people, it's two different motions.
"The hesitation costs guys the shot — if s a 90degree turn."
Like many things, kick blocking is dependent on
a certain mentality that Include* a sort of reckless
,
4- .'. .
ut UcCAKTEK, page U

AMY PATHtSON//**.. nftmr
Senior wide safety Rodney McCarter
has seven career blocked kick*.

JMU ready for CAA tournament clash with Monarchs

MEN'S SOCCER

BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

assistant sports editor

HI I PHOTO

Freshman midfielder Laese Kokko and the
Dukes take on Old Dominion University Friday.

No. 18 JMU's 2-1 victory at
George Mason University Friday
earned them the second seed and
a first round bye in this weekend's
Colonial Athletic Association
tournament. Now the team will
head for Richmond to take on this
season's most daunting adversary
— the away venue.
Results from the past two
years seem to suggest that the
Dukes have trouble away from
llarrisonburg. Their conference
record at home over the past
two seasons stands .it 9-1 rheir
conference away record over

that stretch is 3-4-2. The team
is confident Its level of play
has remained high on the road,
despite the results.
"We knew the end of our
schedule was going to be tough,"
coach Tom Martin said.
The Du'<es ended the regular
season
with
five-straight
conference away games. While
both conference defeats came over
that odyssey, the losses have been
followed by conference wins.
The first fault of the season,
1-0 at Old Dominion University,
was followed by an overtime win
at the College of William & Mary
with a one-man disadvantage
"That win against William &

Mary Was big for team morale
and really showed our team's
character," Martin said.
Coming off a loss and a lengthy
stretch of away games, the Dukes
jockeyed for position in the CAA.
Their first round tournament bye
was secured with a 2-1 victory
against GMU.
"[GMU1 needed that win to
get into the tournament, but we
battled through," Martin said.
"That win was just as big [as the
W&M win| for us."
With five-straight a way games,
three of which were against CAA
tournament teams, the Dukes
have endured the worst.
"If you can handle that kind of

adversity, you'll be stronger for it,"
Martin said. "We met that adversity and it has made us stronger."
With a ticket into Friday
night's semifinals, the Dukes
now look to avenge their loss to
ODU. The Monarchs advanced on
Tuesday night, dispatching WAM
2-0 at Richmond.
The other side of the bracket will
match tournament host Virginia
Commonwealth University against
Hofstra University. Hofstra is
responsible for the Dukes' only
other loss this season.
JMU and ODU play Friday in
Richmond at 8 p.m. The winner
advances to Sunday's CAA tournament championship game.
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MCCARTER: It's a block party
MCCARTER. from page 11
confidence because getting
kicked in the chest is a very
real possibility.
"I think a lot o( people
close their eyes." McCarter
said. "Sometimes I do, and I
don't even see the ball."
McCarter gives ,i lot of
the credit to redshirt senior
linebacker Trey Townsend,
who also occupies a spot on
the blocking unit.
'Trey takes the wing completely out because he comes so
hard," McCarter said. "We talk
about it at every field goal. We

always try to get one."
"I don't ever talk to the kickMcCarter has been so ers," he said. "We try to block
good on special teams th.it them, so we don't want to talk
the past two years, he has to them about it and cheat."
been elected the special teams
This year, the Dukes have
Most Valuable Player by his blocked five kicks and 16 in
teammates.
the past three years, includ"Every year, the players IIIK MV<n in 2002.
vote on an MVP for offense,
Others dashing the hopes
defense and the kicking game.'
and dreams of kickers include
Matthews said. "Usually, the redshirt junior strong safety
kicker would win that, but it's Bruce Johnson, junior cornerbeen Rodney. That's how good back Clint Kent and sophomore
he is at his craft."
linebacker Akeem lordan.
When looking to get an ad"We've blocked so many
vantage, McCarter doesn't go to kicks this year that ifs getting
his team's kickers for advice.
contagious." Matthews said.

HENS: Dukes disrupt Hens' roost
HENS, from page n
kickoffs and three interceptions.
Delaware managed 34.
"We spent an unusual
amount of time on the kicking
game [in practice) — all phases," Matthews said. "Returns,
blocking kicks, coverage because we thought they were
great at returning kicks."
The Dukes missed mjured
tailbacks redshirt sophomores
Aivin Banks and Maurice

Fenner. Banks has been out since
Oct 2 with a broken leg. Fenner
separated his shoulder against
the Virginia Military Institute.
In their stead, )MU turned
to redshirt junior Raymond
Hines and redshirt freshman
Antoinne Bolton. Against
UD, the tandem was held to
a minimum. Hines finished
with 2ft yards on 13 carries
and a touchdown. Bolton had
3 yards on three touches.

"We were without two
of our backs and our starting right guard," redshirt
sophomore quarterback Justin
Rascati said. "1 don't know if
they stopped us totally, but
they did a good job."
With the win, JMU moves
into sole possession of first
place in the Southern Division
of the Atlantic 10, at 6-0 (8-1
overall). Delaware falls to 5-1
in the A-10 and 6-3 overall

NSEP provid»op}$brtu^^
in regions
critical top^ationatftfterests inclirdingAfirica, Asia,
Central awf Eastern Europe, the former S)vi$£Union,
Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East.

Information Session
Monday, November 15th
10 am, Taylor 311
Scholarships are for study in Summer '05, Fall '05, and/or Spring '06

For more information, contact your NSEP campus representative:
Office of International Programs, 568-6419, studyabroad@jmu.edu

Still need a passport?
Asian Student Union
presents

JMU Summer in China+■

our 6th Annual Culture Show:

June 12 to My 9 or 29,2005

"MELTING WOK"
when Sat. Nov. 13 @ 3:30 p.m.
Free Admission/ Doors open @3p.m.

Where: Wilson Auditorium
More Information: Contact hoangcn@jmu.edu

Need Some Extra Cash?
JAMES

(yjcHoNE

antique

jewelry

Experience lives in China - the hear! of the world's hottest economy. You will explore China's over
5000 years old history, rich culture, political and economic reforms, and modem business environments.
Trim aid excursion
11«»»MKi^iuretX«nri)

EpL

■K«l>Md«('it)|ttlMll

Buying GOLD JEWELRY
(high school rings, ect.)

Information Session: Thursday, November 11,
from 7:00pm to 9:00pm in ZSH103.

* MUST be 18 w/ two IDs

75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540M33-1833

phony's ft^. College Students:
toUCh P^** Everyday Special
XL Cheese Pizza
$4.99
pick up or delivery

$5.99

•Traplf.lllemtiiXSi
'Sunmrr-ilKcllftl)

'Climb Creit Will (fsj)
•Mltf.Dyusly IJTonki(«|t=|)

•Fripiat Hills Park ind Aaan Clondi Ttraplc(§|i|)
•Qi. Hum, ll.o City (lllHw dayi Up 100 mtm awty from Bafnj
•Oea| Dt City (M) (Imperial Summer Villt) - two din trip 2M mUn iwiy Iron Brljiit

Students may go to Shanghai or Hongkong as part of the program. Visit Universities, Hutong, Local
Factory and Farm, Hospitals, Museums, and go to Beijing Opera, Folk Music and Concerts
Living in Btijigg; Students will stay in a hotel nearby a major university and major commercial area in
Beijing.
Cpjijej; Student may take various levels of Chinese language courses CHIN101/102,231/232, and 490
(The Third Level Chinese Course, Business Chinese, or Chinese Civilization); IBUS 498, POSC355,
History, Taiji Quan (Martial Art type of exercise) and other courses.
Application and Program Fees
You may contact Office of International Programs at brtD://ww^.imu.edaimcrnational/ for more
information or get on the program website at htlp://cob2.imu.edu'wanRp«' for details.

delivery after 3pm
with college I.D
Pasta i •Subs!''

"""^
Now 2 locations
I o servo you!

Flex Accepted
We Deliver!
$6.50 minimum

540 432 0200

540 801 8160

1762 South Main Street
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

22 Terry Drive
(Behind Kroger)

ii^ys&ii
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'Sloppy Firsts' reminds reader of high school
Nostalgia, emotional confusion abundant in novel about days ofpast, emotions
BY ERIN WEIRETER

contributing writer
Remember the days of high school past?
No doubt we all have lingering memories
— reeling misunderstood by our parents,
convincing ourselves any place was better
than where we were and spending our time
wishing, waiting — and dying to get out.
Maybe the juxtaposition between the
varying facets of high school, including dealing with the everyday drama of an exhausting and oftentimes ridiculous social scene
and dealing with patronizing teachers, is
what made me like Megan McCafferty's
"Sloppy Firsts" so much. When I finished
reading the book, high school nostalgia hit
me hard. Common sense, however, quickly
set in and I realized how much better it was

to just visit this place in the pages.
Jess Darling is distraught when her best
friend and only confidante, Hope Weaver,
moves away from their quiet New Jersey town
during her sophomore year of high school.
Left to face the daunting and tiring world of
high school on her own, Jess starts a diary,
writing down every thought and feeling she

has in an effort to fill the void that Hope left.
Her diary entries are a window into the
world of anyone who has lost something — or
someone — dose to them, less tries to deal with
Hope's absence by throwing herself into her
running, forcing herself to hang out with girls
she can't stand just to avoid being alone and
forming an unlikely attachment to a well-known
and mysterious drug user who eventually comes
to understand her better than anyone.
Yet, through all this emotional confusion,
there is humor. A blurb 1 saw for this book
called it a John Hughes story for the 21st century — it wasn't kidding. Jess is the quintessential Molly Ringwald character She has
moments where she is forgotten by her
parents and befriended by eccentrics around
her. She has emotional outbursts and anxiety-ridden days Somehow, she keeps her

sense of humor and sanity through it all.
Most importantly, though, she struggles
with the idea of being true to herself, of not
letting herself sell out to a high school scene
that represents all that she doesn't want to
become. Jess deals with her feelings the only
way she knows how — by writing diary
entries filled with sharp sarcasm and wit,
two defense mechanisms that in rum provide endless entertainment for the reader.
This book was the perfect way to revisit
high school. I understood everything Jess
was going through, but never actually had
to feel those emotions again for myself. All
I could do was laugh at the memories and
sympathize with her. With that said, as much
as I appreciate the trip down memory lane,
that is as close as I want to get to high school
again for a long time.

Marriage
for the

Magazines
Photo awnesy of Greater Virginia Wedding Ideas Bridal Guide
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

senior writer

KELLY JASKR/seiuorptn>b<Krapher

Every little girl has dreams of her perfect wedding. For one JMU student, whose wedding already
was planned, winning a bridal magazine contest for a
$45,000 all-expense paid wedding meant giving up a
few of her plans, but also having everything paid for.
Senior Casey Pullen is getting married June
24, and she doesn't care if it isn't exactly what she
dreamed of. "[My parents] reassured me that ... it
might be different than 1 planned, but they would
give Peter and I the money that would have been
spent on the wedding to start off with," Pullen
said. "When you are faced with starting your first
year in a real job and supporting two people, the
idea of money to fall back on is very reassuring."
Pullen and her hance\ senior Peter Wills, met in
Koanoke, where they both are from. The two have
been dating for more than two years.
"This is probably the biggest thing that has ever
happened to either of us," Wills said. "You always
see advertisements for these sorts of things, but
you never really think you will win. It is amazing
that one of the biggest expenses of our lives thus
far is completely taken care of."
Greater Virginia Wedding Ideas Bridal Guide
held the contest, which Pullen applied for at
Harrisonburg's Bridal Impressions.
The bride randomly was selected from seven of the
magazine's markets, according to publisher Angeline
Shannon. The contest had almost 1,000 people register,
and they chose Pullen's name in the drawing.
The $45,000 dream wedding covers everything
from flowers, location and honeymoon, accord-

ing to Shannon. It will be held in
June at Ashlawn Highlands in
Charlottesville, which is the home of
former President James Monroe.
'1 had always thought of an indoor
reception, but this one will be outdoors.
But Ashlawn Highlands is an amazing
site — if s historic and absolutely beautiful," Pullen said. "We kept the same
time we woe originally planning. We are
going to have the reception in the evening so it will be awesome to see the sunset over the mountains in the spring."
Vendors in the local area who
advertise with Greater Virginia Wedding
Ideas Bridal Guide donated services for
the wedding. These include Bridal

Impressions, Best Western, Valley
Limo, Amanda's Touch and High
Tech Design and Day Spa.
"We are getting a lot of stuff
that we would have never thought
of to plan for the wedding, such as
the day or two before the wedding
— we get a limo to ride around
with the bridal party and tour vineyards and do wine tasting," Pullen
said. "That was a package by Globe
Travel, who is also giving a honeymoon cruise to the Bahamas. We
also are getting a chocolate fountain
for the receptioa which I would
have never thought of, but I'm sure
it will be awesome, and delicious."

Santor
CaaayPuhan
(shown
above and
left) won
a $45,000
aaVaxpsna-sa
patdwoddlnc
from Greater
Virginia
Wedding
Ideas Bridal
Guide. Pullen
wHI marry
flanca, senior
Peter Wilts,
KELLY I \SPVR\mior photographer Juno 24.

Sex concerns center on psychology

The artist within llicrn

BY JANE YU

contributing writer

ALEX SIRNLY i
Junior Jared Patch take*
Jama* Creole's "Recycle
■There are always a few:
exhibited featured worka

ratpeyiajaii

part In the Faculty Act Exhibit by looking at
Settee #3" (background) and Mark Rooker'i
CuffHnka and short studs" (In case). The art
from 19 faculty members.

Young adults are bombarded with warnings about
the physical consequences of unprotected sex. but there
also is a world of psychological problems that may result
from "hooking up" indiscriminately
"In life, as we meet people we need to make certain decisions," said David Onestak. the director of the
counseling and student development center in Vamer
House. "Some people we keep on the frunl porch, some
people an' allowed in the bviig room, others arc aDowed
in the kitchen—but only a select few should be taken into
the bedroom. My concern is that students often bring in
too many people into the bedroom, too early."
Sexual decisions an? determined by the nature of
the relationship, Onestak said, as well as the nature of
the people involved. "Students should kx* forward 24
hours before making these dedskms, and examine how
they will feel about what happened later on." he said. He
also believes the cause for sexual promiscuity should be
taken into account just as much as the effects. "Students
who have issues with their security and confidence are
vulnerable to begin with, and doing this feeds into the
problem. If s like a drug that allows them to mask the
problem to begm with" Onestak said
Sophomore Carolyn Bradford said, 'To me, there is no
specific right time to have sex... if s when both people are

MM

equally emotionally attached to one another, and come lo a
mutual understanding and consent prior to the act"
Brjan Saadatmand, a child and family psychology developmentaltst and professor of psychology
of human intimacy, believes the frequency of college
"hook ups" are related to what he calls, "the psychology of risk taking." Saadatmand explains that young
adults taxi to believe they are invincible. This belief
affects their level of sexual self control, which leads to
frequent hookups, and less understanding of the emotkmal danger they put themselves through.
Saadatmand believes sexual mtimaLv^xxiklonly occur
within committed ivLitx-nsrups. However he thinks it isnarmal for coQege students to have a reasonable kA<el of sexual
experimentation — a decision which should be made with
prudence. 'Someone once said the four most impotent
words ii the EngHi language are IJp to a port.'"
Sophomore Grace Kang said. "1 don't think it is possfcle to have casual sax and not render emotional consequences. Sex was designed so that it should be within
marriage, and with only one person."

Ml
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Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD. F ACOG
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED

Sntnanfoa/i,
c

lXhnun,i

<HeMC

4 night rental
one per customer

ProicMional Cart with a Prnonal Touch

Annual Gyn Exam
Binh Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbug, VA 22801-3753

.

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies

Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games

3flm

Rt. 33 East
rtoxttoWndyT

540.433.9181

&<zkciu and deli
featuring

Across from BlueRidge Hall!

JMU & EMU A CAPPELLA GROUPS

$5.08

' ^ 600 University Blvd.
/

>,2O04
10 p.m.

Sponsored by Hie
Studertrs Nurses Association
lo benefit
The Hxnsonburffodunglun Free One

$1.00

off breakfast
Before 11 a.m.

Center

expires 11/30/04

THURS NIGHT DANCE AT THE PUB
"Same Ice Better Price"
FBI - BOOGIEHAWG
SAT-THE WORK

BOOTY
20

WED 17th - DUECE'S WILD &
01 WILLIAMS PROJECT
FRI 19th-LIFE OF THE COMMON
SAT 20th- MIDNIGHT SPAGHETTI
& Chocolate G strings

% AH Underwear
OFF Bras ft Panties,

N0V 12-14ft>SSftrx

BRING THIS AD FRIDAY TO BOOGIEHAWG
& GET 2 FOR 1^ THE DOOR.

Now Open Sundays 12-4pm \
for Holiday fun.
\
15 lasi Beuerlew St. Staunton. UA 540.213.0378

THE PUB
432 0610

dothepub.com

we Accept JMU Flex

WANTED FRESHMAN,SOPHOMORE ANCtfOHOR MALES
& FEMALES FOR SUMMER INTERNSHIPS. FYOU' VE
GOTWHATITTAKESTOBEALfADERWOUR
COMPANY, THIS CXXJLD BE YOUR NEW OFF1CEII
• Summer training for
college men and women.

• You don't learn
leadership, you live It.

• Financial assistance
towards college Is
available.

• Push yourself to the
limit. Then take it even
further.

• No training or classes
during the school year.

•This in not R.O.T.C, it
is the primary source
of all Marine Officers.

1-800-552-9548
Leading Marines is one of the greatest
challenges a person can choose to accept. To
stand in front of the smartest, toughest, most
elite forces in the world, rank is not enough.
Before you can say, "Follow me," you must first
develop intellect, human understanding, and
character to the point where you can inspire
others to follow you. If you are ready for a
physical, mental, and leadership challenge U
then this program might be for you.
Guaranteed ground, pilot, flight officer
and law positions are available.

www.MARlNEOFFICER.com

Marines

The Few. The Proud.

>S. Marine Officer Programs
Captain B.G. MITCHELL
100 Arbor Oak Drive, Suite 106A
Ashland, Va 23235
MltchellBG@4mcd.usmc.mil

The U.S. Marine Corps offers programs for
undergraduates and graduates that allow
you to get started now on mastering the art of
leadership and earning a commission as a
Marine Officer. They're called:
PLC and OCC
Find out if you have what it takes. Call or email
for an appointment

Please contact our office for further
information or to set up an
interview.

Classifieds
HOMES FOR

VICTORIES HOUR 4 HR I 1/2 h«h.
High ceilings, wood floor*. 6* ftotffe
Brook Avfl $265 June |Ca»c 2H-S5R4.
HISTORIC DISTRICT HOUSE 4 BR I
1/2 balh. laundry, parting, deck 112 Wen
Waler St B6MM lease 2U-85M.
Ml Ml K s RIIM.t HIM l..»nh«aK
for 4 girb for 2003-2006
Umi
condition!
S220month plin
uliiitie*
(■round V41 month I Next to bus slop
and mailboxes. For more detail* contact
Ti, .>-.J/O "Wfl/aw ajaal or (540) 4M-2497

ttHIRi
Will
YOU LIVE M\l
'» I MW
JMLioffcompus.com
ii
the
mow oomprehemivc KRFh
weeaite
luting ihc bctt houaea. townhouan,
■partments.
and
graduate
housing
for
2005-06
JUloflcwmpmcim

muNa n mi i

IAN

-AUO.

in

Two rooms available in South view apt.
S32I mo. m I k-matl: yoatnwfgtfnm
•du
or
call:
(540)421-9474
SPRlMi SI HI I ASE Ftnsak
needed in Ashby $343/ too. Great
roommates!'
Call
(757)
869-9051

RANK II 4HR HOUH finished
parking.
laundry.
hardwood
floors.
■V . Behind Oldc Mill. 15)4 Central
A*e. S26V12 monih laaac 2M-g$|4

DON'T LIMIT
YOUR
HOUSING
search to just o couple of properties See
JMUofcampumm. The majority of JMU
housing options are all in one place Free,
easy, and always open. JMUoffcampm com

RESTORED
FARMHOUSE
6BR
tcry large. 2 Kitchens. 2 liwng roomy
2 baths laundry, porche* $265 June
lease 393 West Water Street 234-8584

SPRlMi SI BI.1ASI IS SI NOIASl
Female rootnnaaac DeededBeautiful
apartment with three great girls' $12*
mo. Email Becky at k,-Mrm\Aujmu eJu

I \M MARKFT APT I
Included. DSL. $440 month deposit.
West
Mnam
two
.'bedroom
houses. DSL $550 month 433-0984.

SPRING SUBLEASE NEEDED Frw Hills
$315 mo M> wanted (540) 438-2870

MEED SPACE? COMPAR1 OUR 4-1
icmint boa
Sta photos, prices
and availability at inwraanVtssi
I
HI DRtXIM 2BMHRHOM
H<*1F
llouae 4 blocks from campus. Applianm
Yard Available lime 1st. Puking 434-3790
2005 THRU 2006
bt4nM8fl lownhouset and houses
for rent. Groups only. Walking distance to
■"I
Local owner (all (340) 829-0464
KM III Hit .11 sr 2 Rooms for
rent in lefpc hnuer lo TMI! ■mdenli
Roommate* mot iag out for spring semester.
$32S and $275. and split utilities escnl)
Call Patrick Rcardon (54<1> 434-1329
IIIRI r OR FOUR BI.OR(MiM rtl
lor rent. June to June lease Close ta campus
(■maps only Washer and dryer included.
Knit $285 to$325 per person. Call 433-0310.
101 s ROOM FOR Rl M Master
Bedroom with private rtaihrnom. pleni>
of storage space available lor sublcaae
cune to canptn.
Onl> $225 no
plus uiilitif>
CoanW Man for details
301 -514-5992,
..•wmmujmueJu

FOR RENT
SPRING
SOI TH\ II «
SI Bl I \M
Roirunalf needed Spnn^crneater $336 per
ntontfi. Male or Female (571) 214-5058
SPRING \M)
103 One
lurge room in two room apartment at H untcn
Ridge $300 month. murph\rf*ijmu nh

SPRJNG ASHBY SUBLEASE Room
av ailabicJaauary-August Onl> $340. month.
water, cable, phone, ethcrnct. included
lulls lumped. Willing to pay first month's
rent Orcui location. Male or rcmale
Contact (703) 9W-2553. (540) 437-5211
ONE
BEDROOM
APART
Dacamber.
Squire
Hsll.
(rreat
Vtewa.
$475
(5401
438-3HI
SPRING SUBLEASI.
2 mm -aIking
distance
from
campus.
$300vmo
Email Htykry
at mhonmf^jmu nku
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS aren't
hard to MaJ at -v-».rt.^on^.i»..-.
SOLTHVIEW
ROOM
AVAILABLE
12/1$ 336 mnnth. 3rd floor, free
ethemet. caNt. phone, water, work
out toom eall Jen (540) 438-2156
Ri H'MMArFWANTHDIr«Sp^rra«remae4er
sublease in 2 person apartment at Madison
Terrace Rent onl) $22* month and within
minutes from the Quad (540) 4i

SUBLEASE One bedroom SuMaaaa
available in Dec Walking distance to JMU
t2<<) month Email zwidnerflOOlMemail.
vccs.edu or call Zac at (540) 4389032
ASHBY SUBLEASE Female roommate
needed in Ashby for spring $34$/ mo.
Great roommates!' Call (737)860-9951.
FALL 2005 SEM SUBM 1 MIDI!)
Studying abroad in fall 2005 or just
know you won't be here Looking
to tablet your room to avoid paying
extra rent? email Amanda ASAP at
lffl«r2at*ajm* era. or call (703) 447-5960
M HI I \M ASHBY MM FOR SPRINti
325$month or leas (331) 404-3109.
SPRING ASHBY New apartment with
sweet location in Ashby with 3 great
roommates all new furniture and a
quality pong table, I NEED to sublet
for spring summer 2003 I will beat any
prke Tmonttvu S20Omo or 6moQS230/
mo obo call Andrew (371) 216-3912.
FOX HILLS SPRING SUBLEASE
Roommate
needed
for
lownhouse
(nialc or female) $300/rno. contact
mtlUHhpi&mvUu or (301) 908-7270.

WOMBTSBKI spldMl/EDstimflre.
21 &pd hybrid w/ rack great lot around
campus' $75 or beat offer (340) 438-2012
CAR
FOR
SALE'
1994
Nissan
A It i mu
awesome
condition.
low
mileage, cd. ac. power everything
$3300
neg.
(757)
869-0374
LOFT want more apace m your room?
great deal on a sturdy loft willing to
help assemble $6S (340) 438-2012
ll RMfl'RE FOR SALE Solid oak ftiton
*.>fa (queen sire bed), up graded 8" mattress
Night stand to match (2 drawers) Both
are new Call 434-4425 lot information
M\
l"R
IAU
2002 Cadillac
Escalade Fully loaded. 14K Miles One
owner. Call 434-4425 for information.

SPRING SI Til I.I Scmi-fum Room
for only $225' mo in Forest Milks
town house w.4 jmu girlv Available
i
so
3/30/05
(renewable)
.'fc'-vlln or (703) 69I4M90

BABY (.RAND PIANOI Oraal NaVd,
you can actually play on your very own;
quick response, that grand piano sounding
board Outhransen. 4'6" long to fil in your
apace Very recent tuning and admitted
action. Near campus at 339 Myers Ave.
$1,995 Call Chris Bland at 476-0823

Ml S ROOM AVAILABLE
Room available in Chandler Hall for the
Spring 2005 semestCT call Jim Fmall
Mtyt*Q/mu ttk. Cell
540-454-3772

1997
JhfcP
WRANGLER
SPORT
4.0 Ltr, V 6. 4x4. 5 Spd. AC.
Premium Wheels. Sound Bar, Only
31k miles, MINT, (540) 421-3305

ROOM FOR
RIM' looking for
a place to live m spring 2005?''
Contact
Ah
at
ko*alio/&l/mu rJu
or call 540-4350491 for more info

MICROSOFT OFFICF 2003 Bought
new
from
JMU
bookstore
but
never used Paid $143. will sell for
less. 574-4322 or (540) 568-2881

YOUR BOOKSTORE PRESENTS

THE BREEZE |

iARTENDrNG' $250'day Potential.
No experience necessary
Training
provided. (800) 965-6320 Ext. 212
Taking online surveys MAXES YOU
$75!
www.GttPaldToThink com
MAKfi
A
DIFFERENCE
NEXT
SUMMER Holiday Lake 411 Center
(Central Virginia) Summer Camp Staff
Positions. Waterfront Director, Resident
Lifeguard.
Nurac'EMT;
Instructors
Canoeing. Riflery. Archery. Outdoor
Living Skills. Ropes Course (high
& low). Forestry. Performing Arts.
Training included. Application deadline
December
15, 2004
Employment
period June 6 • August 19, 2005
Contact Bryan Branch, Director. 434248-5444
bbnimh&vt idu
I-OAA

Place your classified
ads online!
www. ttfbr—ZB.arg/clasdmml
5$6~0127

www.thebreeze.org | THURSDAY, NOV. 11, 2004

REWARD -Lost Kilty from Hillctcai
Drive kiki is white with black' orange
patches, black tail Soft hair 5644)340
or
e-mail
Tvrxvhuerem%t-onluie de
LOST: Pair of prescription glasses
in a black Guess case $25 reward
for return
Call (540) 438-2163

SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem
jumps from 13300' from our 22
jumper
aircraft
Gift
Certificalv'
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3759)

\RY
MANAGER/DIETICIAN
Full tune position for experience Dietary
manager or Dicticlin Looking for
someone who wants to call our kitchen
their own and make our residents look
forward lo their meals Please call
Karen Riley (Administratortor come
by our 112 bed Skilled Nursing Home,
Augusta Nursing and Rehab. Center,
13 Crossroads lane, Fishenrville. VA
(neai AMC hospital! phone 540M5-8424
EOE
(340)
88<-H424

WANTED
WANTED: "Drera and -OM"en If you
participated in Destination Imagination
or Odyssy of Use Mind in High School,
and would like to become a pan of a
University team. LET US KNOW! email
amxtrrm'ujmu edu (540)
255-3439
Inline
Skaters Wanted- Organized
Club Beginner Classes Wed 6:30pm
Mid- Advanced Classes Wed 3pm.
Thurs 8:30pm. Sun Khun 1st mo.
FRI I
At FunzoiK (South Main
Behind Wendy's)
Call Kelly for
Info
810-2246
(540)
248-3252
ADOPTION Happily married couple
wishes to adopt baby lo love and nurture
Stay-at-home mom is chitdrenOs book
author Dad is scientist Call free. (Give
operator PIN code 9193.) (866) 231-4958

_pw Prices -

f^l

ruise $299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
lowM *** On Se'OJ kM> ..GUMMITEf D

LEAF
Clean -up/Removal
FREE
Estimates' Average Yard S">5'! Will
help get yard ready for winter. Call
(540) 437-5973 or (540) 273-4882
SUBLEASE THE COMMONS spring
summer 2005 third floor, washer.
dryer $300.00. aniitecniv.ert(<%yahoa.
com
or
(157)
424-4830

TRAVEL

B^HaaaBaBalHB^B^B^H
UNIVERSITY
(ll IPOS I
BOOKSTORE Now hiring for buybacks.
over-holiday, and spring book sales.
Appis at the Outpost. (540) 432-0287

jahamas Party

Campus
Reps'
Spnng
Breakers!
Earn money or discount for all the
hot Spring Break trips' New; Lai
Vegas. Puerto Vallarta 28 yean of
Studeni Travel. Two free trips - 15
travelers.
l-86fVSPRINGBreak 866777-4642.
»■"« UHuprinitbreakcom
Bahamas Spring Break Celebrity Cruise!
5 Days from $279' Includes meals, pontaxes, exclusive beach parties with 20'
of your favorite tv celebrities as seen
on Real World, Road Rules. Bachelor'
Great
beaches.
nightlife
Ethics
award
winning
company'
v» « t* SprmgBreakTravtl.com.
I -800-678-6386
Spring Break' CAM UN. APAPULCO.
JAMAICAFrom$459- uu. Nori*aSI59!
Our Cancun Price* arc $100 less than
others! Book now! Includes breakfasts,
dinner, hthus award winning company
View 500 hotel reviews and sideos
at
www.SprlngHrrakTnneliXun.
I -800-678-6386
Spring
Break
"I
Spring
Break
Vacations! Cancun. Jamaica. Acaculco.
Bahamas. Florida A Costa Rica
Campus Reps Wanted! Free Meals'
800-234-7007 tndles%nimmerttmr%.cnm
We Need Campus Reps! Put Up Flyers
Around Campus 6V Get A Free Trip! Work
For The Only Spring Break Company
Ever Recognized
For Outstanding
Ethics. Bahamas. Cancun, Acapuko.
Florida.
«■»* S/tringBrroi Imvcl mm
(800) 678-6386

;.

... .-,

■ww.SprlRiBrt •kTrovtl.com

1-800-678-6386
JTS TRAVEL
loin America's #l Tour Operator.
Cancun, Acapulco. lamaica.
Rahamas. Florida.

Sell trips, eam cash 0- travel free
1-800-648-4849

Spring Break
Official Pinn([
OiMminBtealt, I'.iA

inuKrvs«# «■■■■ w
ME

'

ERSONALS

I

ONLY 4
ISSUES LEFT!!
Don *t cry,
we'll be back

in January!

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fq.

China Express

^ Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 I
°
fc

cu« AAMAM*A«J
Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Super Combo

BEST
CHINESE!

Voted #1 by The
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Port<
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
(limeted area over 1 mile)
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
• SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
*SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Tnple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

w2i

BE*

FREE DELIVERY

on/yffigj) All come with

OB I

^VOTS

TITT

BOLD

^^WiJ&ntWirTO'WMMIrlTOTO

laappm

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!
DATE: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER I6TH

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

TIME: IIPM
IE LOCATION: GRAFTON STOVALL
COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
UPB OFFICE
«. JMU BOOKSTORE

ARRIVE EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE!

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GoLookOn.Com

o
*
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Zirkle displays two new exhibits
to illustrate womanhood, politics
Students describe Cross-Cole's exhibit 'impressive'
BY CARA PUOLIESE

contributing writer
Only al Zirklc House Galleries could
expressions of womanhood and statements
about the FBI collide And in the next two
weeks, Zirkle House will be displaying
new exhibits by two JMU student artists.
Between senior Mollie Cross-Cole's
exhibit, "My Feminine" and sophomore Walker Tufts's exhibits in the
Art Works and Madison Galleries, students visiting Zirkle House will find a
lot to talk about.
The two exhibits will run through
Nov. 22.
"These prints, drawings and paintings are here to display how I show my
feelings and ideas on what it means to be
feminine." Cross-Cole writes in her exhibit
description.
Cross-Cole's works feature pictures
of birds, purses and shoes — symbols
of women in both serious and lighthearted ways. Cross-Cole chose muted
earthy colors that strongly enhance the
natural theme.
Cross-Cole emphasized
the
importance of women's bodies through
her exhibits.
$he wrote in her exhibit description. "My women are rounded in the
hips but also thin. They are curvy and
undoubtedly female, but sturdy and
confrontational. This is what it means
to me to be feminine: To embrace the
softness and the sweetness, and the
strength and the confidence."
Gallery assistant and junior Maria
Razos likes Cross-Cole's exhibit because
"it shows women in every light, not just
the magazine stereotype. [The exhibit!
portrays women not as the norm, but
beautiful in other aspects."
Two of Cross-Cole's most impressive
pieces are "Mom with Hat and Flowers"
and "Self-Portrait with Birds."
The first depicts an image of CrossCole's mother in black and white with a

(6
This is what it means to be
feminine: To embrace the
softness and sweetness, and the
strength and confience.
-Mollie Cross-Cole
senior ■lathi

9? —
giant, colorful hat and a huge smile that
spreads across her face.
The image makes the viewer feel the
happiness, eccentricity and femininity of the subject. "Self-Portrait with
Birds" is an alluring painting of CrossCole from the shoulders up, with doves
entwined in her hair.
The effect of the image on viewers
is a woman who is goddess-like, strong
and in touch with nature.
Tufts's exhibit in Art Works makes a
unique and powerful political statement
through his exhibit.
He catches the attention of his viewers by not offering them any art at all.
The Art Works room — surprisingly
— holds no paintings, sculptures, drawings or photographs.
Rather, his exhibit is a regular white
paper sign by the door on which is
typed: "The Artwork for this show,
'Four More Years,' has been confiscated
by the FBI under the provisions of the
Patriot Act."
The exhibit seemed to make an impression on those who viewed the room,
with murmurs of "It's a knockout," and
"Genius," eminating from the audience.
Gallery Assistant Cassie Ingram said
Tufts's idea will evolve throughout the next
two weeks, saying, "Keep checking back
because evidently if s going to change."

ALEX SntNBY/Miuor phoKgraphtr

Seniors Jabarie Brown and Suzanne Fluty take a lone took at one ot the piece* In Moth*
Croee-Cole's exhibit on womanhood. Croea-Col* writes that her works show her "feelings
on what It means to be feminine."

Massanutten Resort

0MM JFOM FUSE!
Now Hiring for Ski Season
(Decembar through March)
Uft Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service.
Free MM-Wesk String, Rental Equipment and Liiee™ fw Wcrtirg Only 20 Hours Per Weak.

aaBetmsmommmmMtMmmttaMmmtttitatmi

preaAurR^
fPnAIRV BAK^

ICECREAM
Flavor of the Week:

^Raspberry

THIS IS FOR

>**i

GAME TIME NOON
* Pi P R.ALLY <& IJONFIUI pRIOAY ON HlLLSlOE FlELD *

& un MARCHING ROYAL DUKES
FROM WHIH HALL AJ 6 P/W
RALLY WILL RE GIN AT 6:20 P/Vl

PROCESSION WITH RALLY PARTICIPANTS

JMU PRI SIDI MI DR. ROSI HAS m CLARL o FRIDAY AS
"PURPLI CRAZL DAY'' '& ENCOURAGI S / vi RYONI TO WEAR PURPLI !
* THURSDAY, NOVEMBER I I
MEM s BASKETBALL vs. UuivLRsitY OF
PAN AMERICA (BXHIRTRON)
7 PM
CowocAnoH CINU R

ONE TEAM

ONE

^SATURDAY, NOVLMRI R I

,T

Wmu

_

™ALL "* ™" MM *
7 PM

3

M/u

.

SINCLAIR GVM. GODWIN HAH

CoMMUNiiy

ONE VISION

"

